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Activity: Scavenger Hunt and Bag creation  

 

Kit needed: Scissors, card or paper size A4 +, string for handles, PVA 

glue or extra string and needle, hole punch, coloured pens and pencils to 

decorate. 

Group/ family size: 1+ 

Age Group: 2+ 

Location: In your garden, woodland, local green space  

Learning about wildlife, nature, plants, textures and shapes 

 

Instructions: First make and decorate your own paper or card bag using 

the  instruction sheet. Print off your scavenger hunt sheet, there are 2 

sheets to choose from,  don’t forget a pen or pencil to check things off and 

you’re ready to go.  

 

Save the items you have found to play the woodland treasures memory 

game. 

 

Additional comments: 

This is a great opportunity for children to immerse themselves in nature 

and explore using different senses, and feel shapes and textures 

This activity can be adapted to suit older children, they can sew the edges 

of the bag instead of gluing them and use the scavenger sheet with more 

difficult items to find.  

When you are scavenger hunting avoid private property/ land unless you 

have the landowner’s permission and don’t pick any wildflowers or fungi. 

 

Be careful not to disturb wildlife or destroy habitats. 
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Feeling extra creative? 

You can sew the 2 long 

edges of the paper to 

create the bag instead 

of using glue  

 How to create your own  bag for a Scavenger Hunt  

For A4 or bigger sized 

paper or card 

 

1. Apply glue along 

the 2 long edges of 

your paper  

2. Fold your paper in 

half, short ways with 

the glue facing inwards 

3. You should now 

have a paper bag 

with an opening at 

the top with the 

sides glued together  

4. Use a hole 

punch  to make 

holes for your 

handles at the top 

opening edge  

Top edge opening  

Cut 2 pieces of string and thread 

them through the newly made 

holes , use a piece of string for 

each set /side of holes and don’t 

forget to tie the knots . 

You now have your scavenger hunt 

bag and you can use your pens and 

pencils to decorate it however you 

want. Make sure the glue on the 

inside long edges has dried before 

you try to use the bag.  
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Nature Scavenger Hunt  

Things to Collect . . . .  

Pinecone 

Acorn 

3 different shaped green leaves 

2 brown leaves 

Pine needle leaves 

Smooth stone 

Bumpy stone 

Chewed nuts  

Y Shaped stick 

A stick with a bend 

Fallen petals  

Things to Smell . . .  

Yellow flower 

White flower 

Bluebell 

Blossom 

Things to See. . .  

Stinging nettle  

2 different butterflies 

Spiders web  

A mammal  

3 different birds 

Blossom 

Beetle 

Bee 

Animal footprints 

Human footprints  

Something that doesn’t belong in nature  

Things to feel. . . 

Tree bark   

Moss 

Long grass 

Short grass 

Things to Listen to . .  

2 different bird songs 

Animal calls 

The wind rustling in the leaves  
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Pine Cone 

A smooth stone 2 Green leaves  

A round stone 

Nature Scavenger Hunt  

Y shaped stick 

A Feather 

What can you collect?  

Remember not to disturb the animals or pick leaves off trees 

2 Brown leaves  

Chewed Nuts 

A piece of Clover 
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A butterfly 

A Spider 

Animal tracks 

Birds nest 

Bluebell  

Something that 

doesn't belong 

in nature 

A Bird 

What else did you see or hear? You can draw or write it here  

What can you See and Hear?  
Remember not to disturb the animals or pick the 
flowers  

White flowers 


